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Abstract
We define and characterize spaces of manifold-valued generalized functions and gen-
eralized vector bundle homomorphisms in the setting of the full diffeomorphism-invariant
vector-valued Colombeau algebra. Furthermore, we establish point value characterizations
for these spaces.
1 Introduction
Lately, the theory of nonlinear generalized functions in the sense of Colombeau ([3, 5, 12, 30,
28]) is experiencing a fundamental restructuring of its geometrical variant. After the very early
split between so-called full and special (or simplified) algebras, the special algebras – due to
their simpler structure – very quickly were extended to geometrical contexts ([17, 23, 16, 12,
20, 32]), with applications in particular in general relativity or Lie group analysis of differential
equations.
The inherent limitations of special Colombeau algebras (i.e., one can have neither diffeomor-
phism invariance nor a canonical embedding of distributions) always fueled the desire for a
corresponding development in the full branch of Colombeau theory. There, the geometrization
of the theory went from Gd (the diffeomorphism invariant algebra on open subsets of Euclidean
space, [11]) over Gˆ (its global version on manifolds, [13]) to Gˆrs (the tensorial version, [14]).
At this point development stalled, essentially due to technical ballast which was dragged along
since the very inception of the theory. The impossibility to obtain the sheaf property and a
sensible notion of covariant derivative in the context of Gˆrs made it necessary to reconsider the
foundations of the theory – this led to the development of the functional analytic approach in
[27], incorporating earlier ideas of [6, 7].
This approach made it possible to obtain a global theory of spaces G∆ of nonlinear generalized
functions and sections of vector bundles, including a sensible notion of generalized covariant
derivative. It is noteworthy that at the same time this did not inflict more technicalities upon
the theory but, quite to the contrary, many constructions became conceptually easier.
However, the price one has to pay for ever wider generalizations of the theory is that one has
to lift previously obtained results to the new context. The aim of this article is to establish the
following constructions from the special Colombeau algebra (cf. [16, 22]) and results from [18]
in the setting of the full algebra G∆:
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(i) the space GrX, Y s of manifold-valued generalized mappings (Section 4),
(ii) the space HomGrE, F s of generalized vector bundle homomorphisms (Section 5),
(iii) the space GhrM,F s of hybrid generalized mappings (Section 6),
(iv) point value characterizations in the spaces G∆pEq, GrX, Y s, HomGrE, F s and G
hrM,F s
(Section 9).
Note that although already [18] was dealing with manifold-valued generalized functions in full
Colombeau spaces, this was in the (too restrictive) setting of Gˆ, where not even an intrinsic
point value characterization is possible.
2 Preliminaries and Notation
We assume all manifolds to be Hausdorff, second-countable and finite dimensional. AM
denotes an arbitrary but fixed atlas of the manifold M . For a vector bundle E over M ,
πE : E Ñ M is the projection onto the base manifold and SE denotes an arbitrary but fixed
trivializing covering of E. Ex denotes the fiber of E over x PM , HompE, F q the space of vec-
tor bundle homomorphisms from E to another vector bundle F and ΓpEq the space of smooth
sections of E. D1pM,Eq is the space of E-valued distributions on M ([12, Definition 3.1.4,
p. 231]).
The field K is fixed to be either R or C. A ĂĂ B means that A is a compact subset of the
interior B˝ of B, we set I :“ p0, 1s. RiempMq denotes the set of Riemannian metrics on the
manifoldM ; for h P RiempMq, dh denotes the corresponding Riemannian distance onM and
Bhr ppq the metric ball of radius r with center p PM with respect to this distance.
Given any locally convex spaces E1, . . . ,En and F we denote by LpE1, . . . ,En;Fq the space of
all bounded n-linear mappings from E1 ˆ . . .ˆ En into F and by L pE1, . . . ,En;Fq the space
of continuous such mappings. The set of continuous seminorms of E is denoted by csnpEq.
C8pMq denotes the space of K-valued smooth functions on M and C8
0
pMq its subspace
formed by functions with compact support.
As is customary for diffeomorphism invariant algebras of generalized functions, for a notion
of smooth functions between infinite dimensional locally convex spaces we employ the setting
of convenient calculus ([15, 8]). Among its features is the exponential law C8pE1 ˆ E2,Fq –
C8pE1, C
8pE2,Fqq; notationally, this is expressed as fpx, yq “ f
_pxqpyq and g^px, yq “
gpxqpyq.
Let E be a locally convex space. We recall from [15, 27.2, p. 264] that given a convenient
locally convex space E and manifolds M,N , a mapping f : E ˆM Ñ N is called smooth if
for each pλ, pq P E ˆM and each chart pV, ψq on N with fpλ, pq P V there exists a c8-open
subset W Ď E and a chart pU, ϕq on M such that pλ, pq P W ˆ U , fpW ˆ Uq Ď V and
ψ ˝ f ˝ pidˆϕ´1q P C8pW ˆ ϕpUq, ψpV qq. The space of all such mappings is denoted by
C8pEˆM,Nq.
We will constantly work with differentials of local representatives of such maps as follows:
given f P C8pEˆM,Nq, charts pU, ϕq ofM and pV, ψq of N as well as a pair pλ, pq P EˆU
such that fpλ, pq P V , there exists an open subset U0 Ď U and a c
8-open neighborhoodW of
λ such that fpW ˆ U0q Ď V and
ψ ˝ f ˝ pidˆϕ´1q P C8pW ˆ ϕpU0q, ψpV qq.
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This mapping has partial differentials ([12, Section 2.2.1, p. 111])
dk1d
l
2pψ ˝ f ˝ pidˆϕ
´1qq P C8pW ˆ ϕpU0q,LpE, . . . ,E,R
m, . . . ,Rm;Rnqq
– C8pW ˆ ϕpU0q,LpE, . . . ,E; LpR
m, . . . ,Rm;Rnqqq
where dimM “ m, dimN “ n, E appears k times, Rm l times, and the isomorphism is given
by the exponential law [15, 5.2, p. 53]. Hence, for any pλ, pq PW ˆ U0 and λ1, . . . , λk P E we
have
dk
1
dl
2
pψ ˝ f ˝ pidˆϕ´1qqpλ, ϕppqqpλ1, . . . , λkq P LpR
m, . . . ,Rm;Rnq.
Finally, we recall the following lemmas from [12, Lemma 3.2.5, p. 281] and [16, Lemma 2.5,
p. 36]:
Lemma 2.1. Let hi (i “ 1, 2) be Riemannian metrics inducing the Riemannian distances di on
M . Then for K,K 1 ĂĂ M there exists C ą 0 such that d2pp, qq ď Cd1pp, qq for all p P K,
q P K 1.
Lemma 2.2. Let Ω Ď Rm and Ω1 Ď Rn be open, f : Ω Ñ Ω1 continuously differentiable and
suppose that K ĂĂ Ω. Then there exists C ą 0 such that ‖fpxq ´ fpyq‖ ď C ‖x´ y‖ for
all x, y P K. C can be chosen as C1 ¨ supt ‖fpzq‖ ` ‖Dfpzq‖ : z P L u where L is any fixed
compact neighborhood of K in Ω and C1 only depends on L.
Moreover, we will use the following result from Riemannian geometry which is easily obtained
using normal coordinates:
Lemma 2.3. Given any point p0 of a manifoldM there exists a Riemannian metric g onM and
a chart pU, ϕq containing p0 such that dgpp, qq “ ‖ϕppq ´ ϕpqq‖ for all p, q P V .
3 Nonlinear generalized sections: a review
For the convenience of the reader we recall the basic definitions of the algebra G∆pEq of non-
linear generalized sections of a vector bundle E from [26].
Definition 3.1. Let∆ be a (possibly empty) finite set of vector bundles over arbitrary manifolds
and E Ñ M a vector bundle. Then we set VSOpGq :“ L pD1pN,Gq; ΓpGqq for any element
G Ñ N of ∆, VSOp∆q :“
ś
GP∆VSOpGq, E
∆pEq :“ C8pVSOp∆q,ΓpEqq, E∆pMq :“
E∆pM ˆKq and EHpEq “ ΓpEq.
Definition 3.2. A test object on a vector bundle E Ñ M is a net pΦεqε P VSOpEq
I
satisfying
the following conditions.
(VSO1) (@g P RiempMq) (@x0 P M) (D an open neighborhood V of x0) (@r ą 0) (Dε0 P I)
(@x P V ) (@ε ď ε0) (@u P D
1pM,Eq): pu|Bgr pxq “ 0ñ Φεpuqpxq “ 0q.
(VSO2) Φε Ñ id in L pD
1pM,Eq;D1pM,Eqq.
(VSO3) (@p P csnpVSOpEqq) (DN P N): ppΦεq “ Opε
´Nq.
(VSO4) (@p P csnpL pΓpEq; ΓpEqqq) (@m P N): ppΦε|ΓpEq ´ idq “ Opε
mq.
A 0-test object is a sequence pΦεqε P VSOpEq
I
satisfying (VSO1), (VSO3) and the following
conditions.
(VSO2’) Φε Ñ 0 in L pD
1pM,Eq;D1pM,Eqq.
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(VSO4’) (@p P csnpL pΓpEq; ΓpEqqq) (@m P N): ppΦε|ΓpEqq “ Opε
mq.
We denote by SpEq the set of all test objects and by S0pEq the set of all 0-test objects. The
notations Sp∆q and S0p∆q mean families of corresponding test objects indexed by ∆, e.g.,
Sp∆q :“
ź
GP∆
SpGq “ t ppΦG,εqεqG : pΦG,εqε P SpGq @G P ∆ u.
Definition 3.3. R P E∆pEq is called moderate if (@p P csnpΓpEqq) (@k P N0) (@pΦεqε P Sp∆q,
pΨ1,εqε, . . . , pΨk,εqε P S
0p∆q) (DN P N) such that we have
pppdkRqpΦεqpΨ1,ε, . . . ,Ψk,εqq “ Opε
´Nq.
The space of moderate elements of E∆pEq is denoted by E∆MpEq. Similarly,R is called negligi-
ble if and only if (@p P csnpΓpEqq) (@k P N0) (@pΦεqε P Sp∆q, pΨ1,εqε, . . . , pΨk,εqε P S
0p∆q)
(@m P N) we have
pppdkRqpΦεqpΨ1,ε, . . . ,Ψk,εqq “ Opε
mq.
The space of negligible elements of E∆pEq is denoted by N∆pEq.
The following characterization ([26, Theorem 6.3, p. 204]) will be useful:
Theorem 3.4. R P E∆MpEq is negligible if (@K ĂĂ M) (@m P N) (@pΦεqε P Sp∆q):
supxPK ‖RpΦεq‖ “ Opε
mq, where ‖¨‖ is the norm on ΓpEq induced by any Riemannian metric
on E.
Note that, more generally than in [26], we do not require the elements of ∆ to haveM as their
base manifold.
4 Manifold-valued generalized functions
In this section letM,N, P be manifolds with atlasesAM ,AN ,AP , respectively. Our definitions
and results will (as is easily verified in each case) not depend on the choice of the atlases.
Definition 4.1. E∆rM,Ns :“ C8pVSOp∆q ˆM,Nq is called the basic space of Colombeau
generalized functions onM taking values in N with index set∆.
Definition 4.2. R P E∆rM,Ns is called c-bounded if
p@K ĂĂMq pDL ĂĂ Nq p@pΦεqε P Sp∆qq pDε0 ą 0q p@ε ă ε0q : RpΦε, Kq Ď L.
Definition 4.3. Given R P E∆rM,Ns and S P E∆rN,P s we define their composition S ˝ R P
E∆rM,P s as
pS ˝ RqpΦ, xq :“ SpΦ, RpΦ, xqq pΦ P VSOp∆q, x PMq.
Given R P E∆rM,Ns and f P C8pNq we see that f ˝ R P E∆rM,Ks – E∆pMq, where
the isomorphism (which also defines c-boundedness for elements of E∆pMq) is given by [15,
27.17, p. 273]. Suppressing this isomorphism notationally we simply write f ˝ R P E∆pMq.
We now come to the quotient construction. For the sake of conciseness, let us introduce some
notation:
Given charts pU, ϕq on M and pV, ψq on N as well as R P E∆rM,Ns, we set Rψϕ :“ ψ ˝
R ˝ pidˆϕ´1q where it is defined. Furthermore, given Φε P VSOp∆q we set Rε :“ RpΦε, .q P
C8pM,Nq.
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Definition 4.4. An element R P E∆rM,Ns is called moderate if
(i) R is c-bounded,
(ii) p@pU, ϕq P AMq p@L ĂĂ Uq p@pV, ψq P ANq p@L
1 ĂĂ V q p@k, l P N0q p@pΦεqε P Sp∆q,
pΦ1,εqε, . . . , pΦk,εqε P S
0p∆qq pDN P Nq:
∥
∥dk1d
l
2RψϕpΦε, ϕppqqpΨ1,ε, . . . ,Ψk,εq
∥
∥ “ Opε´Nq (1)
uniformly for p P LXR´1ε pL
1q.
By E∆MrM,Ns we denote the space of all moderate elements of E
∆rM,Ns.
Note that C8pM,Nq “ EH
M
rM,Ns Ď E∆MrM,Ns.
Definition 4.5. Two elements R, S P E∆MrM,Ns are called equivalent, written R „ S, if
(i) p@L ĂĂMq p@pΦεqε P Sp∆qq p@h P RiempNqq:
sup
pPL
dhpRεppq, Sεppqq Ñ 0, (2)
(ii) p@pU, ϕq P AMq p@L ĂĂ Uq p@pV, ψq P ANq p@L
1 ĂĂ V q p@k, l P N0q
p@pΦεqε P Sp∆q, pΨ1,εqε, . . . , pΨk,εqε P S
0p∆qq p@m P Nq:
∥
∥
∥d
k
1d
l
2
´
Rψϕ ´ Sψϕ
˘
pΦε, ϕppqqpΨ1,ε, . . . ,Ψk,εq
∥
∥ “ Opεmq
uniformly for p P LXR´1ε pL
1q X S´1ε pL
1q.
We call R and S equivalent of order 0, writtenR „0 S, if they satisfy (i) and (ii) for k “ l “ 0.
Remark 4.6. The following claims are straightforward to verify:
(i) Lemma 2.3 show that Definition 4.5 (i) is equivalent to the same condition with p@h P
RiempNqq replaced by pDh P RiempNqq.
(ii) Definition 4.5 defines equivalence relations „ and „0 on E
∆
MrM,Ns.
(iii) Because differentials are symmetric multilinear maps ([15, 5.11, p. 58]), one may assume
by polarization that pΨ1,εqε “ . . . “ pΨk,εqε in Definition 4.4 (ii) and Definition 4.5 (ii).
Definition 4.7. The quotient space G∆rM,Ns :“ E∆MrM,Ns{„ is called the space of com-
pactly bounded Colombeau generalized functions fromM to N .
There is a coordinate-free characterization of equivalence of order zero as follows:
Theorem 4.8. For R, S P E∆MrM,Ns the following statements are equivalent.
(a) R „0 S.
(b) p@L ĂĂMq p@m P Nq p@pΦεqε P Sp∆qq p@h P RiempNqq:
sup
pPL
dhpRεppq, Sεppqq “ Opε
mq.
Moreover, (b) is equivalent to the same condition with p@h P RiempNqq replaced by pDh P
RiempNqq.
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Proof. Suppose that Definition 4.5 (i) holds. Using Lemma 2.3, construct an atlas B of N
such that for each pV, ψq P B there is h P RiempNq satisfying dhpp, qq “ ‖ψppq ´ ψpqq‖ for
p, q P V . In (b) one can clearly assume that L ĂĂ U and RεpLq Y SεpLq Ď L
1 ĂĂ V for
charts pU, ϕq P AM and pV, ψq P B. But then the claim follows directly from the equality
dhpRεppq, Sεppqq “ ‖RψϕpΦε, ϕppqq ´ SψϕpΦε, ϕppqq‖.
We will now show that composition preserves moderateness and equivalence of order zero;
in the sequel, this will be used to show that equivalence of order zero actually is the same as
equivalence for elements of E∆MrM,Ns.
Proposition 4.9. Let R P E∆MrM,Ns and S P E
∆
MrN,P s. Then
(i) S ˝ R P E∆MrM,P s,
(ii) if R1 P E∆MrM,Ns and S
1 P E∆MrN,P s are such that R „0 R
1 and S „0 S
1, then
S ˝ R „0 S
1 ˝ R1.
Proof. (i): S ˝ R clearly is c-bounded. In order to verify its moderateness fix k, l P N0, charts
pU, ϕq P AM and pW, ρq P AP , L ĂĂ U and L
2 ĂĂ W . By c-boundedness of R
pDL1 ĂĂ Nq p@pΦεqε P VSOp∆qq pDε0 ą 0q p@ε ă ε0q : RpΦε, Lq Ď L
1.
Cover L1 by finitely many charts pVj , ψjq P AN and write L
1 “
Ť
j Lj with Lj ĂĂ Vj . Then it
suffices to show that
p@jq p@pΦεqε, pΨεqεq pDNjq :
∥
∥dk
1
dl
2
ppS ˝RqρϕqpΦε, ϕppqqpΨε, . . . ,Ψεq
∥
∥ “ Opε´Njq (3)
uniformly for p P L X R´1ε pL
1
jq X pS ˝ Rq
´1
ε pL
2q. We write L1, V, ψ instead of L1j , Vj, ψj .
Such a simplification will also be used (less verbosely) in subsequent proofs by saying: using
c-boundedness of R, we can assume that p P L X R´1ε pL
1q X pS ˝ Rq´1ε pL
2q where L1 ĂĂ V
for a chart pV, ψq P AN .
Given any Φε P VSOp∆q and p P L X R
´1
ε pL
1q X pS ˝ Rq´1ε pL
2q we have (for small ε) the
equality
pS ˝ RqρϕpΦε, ϕppqq “ SρψpΦε, RψϕpΦε, ϕppqqq.
By the chain rule [15, 3.18, p. 33], the differentials of this expression appearing in (3) are given
by terms of the form
dk1d
l
2SρψpΦε, RψϕpΦε, ϕppqqqpΨε, . . . ,Ψεq
¨ di11 d
j1
2 RψϕpΦε, ϕppqqpΨε, . . . ,Ψεq ¨ . . . ¨ d
il
1 d
jk
2 RψϕpΦε, ϕppqqpΨε, . . . ,Ψεq
which are moderate by assumption.
(ii) First, suppose that S „0 S
1. Given L ĂĂM choose L1 ĂĂ N such that RpΦε, Lq Ď L
1 for
small ε. Then for any h P RiempNq, S ˝ R „0 S
1 ˝ R follows using Theorem 4.8 from
sup
pPL
dhppS ˝ RqpΦε, pq, pS
1 ˝ RqpΦε, pqq ď sup
qPL1
dhpSpΦε, qq, S
1pΦε, qqq “ Opε
mq.
Next, we establish that R „ R1 implies S ˝ R „ S ˝ R1; this will show (ii) by transitivity of
„0. Fix pU, ϕq P AM , L ĂĂ U , pW, ρq P AP and L
2 ĂĂ W . By c-boundedness of R and R1
it suffices to obtain the estimate in Definition 4.5 (ii) for p P L X R´1ε pL
1q X R1´1ε pL
1q X pS ˝
Rq´1ε pL
2q X pS ˝ R1q´1ε pL
2q, where L1 ĂĂ pV, ψq for a chart pV, ψq P AN . In this case we can
write pS ˝ RqρϕpΦε, ϕppqq ´ pS ˝ R
1qρϕpΦε, ϕppqqq as
SρψpΦε, RψϕpΦε, ϕppqqq ´ SρψpΦε, R
1
ψϕpΦε, ϕppqqq
which by Lemma 2.2 is Opεmq as desired.
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Wewill now show that moderateness and equivalence can be characterized by compositionwith
smooth functions. This idea goes back to [23] and is the key to establishing that equivalence
of order zero is the same as equivalence, which is the analogoue of Theorem 3.4 for manifold-
valued generalized functions.
Theorem 4.10. Let R P E∆rM,Ns be c-bounded. Then the following statements are equiva-
lent:
(a) R P E∆MrM,Ns.
(b) For all manifolds P and all S P E∆MrN,P s: S ˝R P E
∆
MrM,P s.
(c) @f P C8pN,Rq: f ˝ R P E∆MpMq.
(d) @f P C8
0
pN,Rq: f ˝ R P E∆MpMq.
Proof. (a)ñ (b) is Proposition 4.9 (i) and (b)ñ (c)ñ (d) are trivial.
For (d) ñ (a) fix k, l P N0, pU, ϕq P AM , L ĂĂ U , pV, ψq P AN and L
1 ĂĂ V . Choose
f P C80 pN,Rq
n such that f ” ψ in an open neighborhood of L1. It then suffices to show
the estimate (1) with the chart ψ replaced by f and the estimate taken over p P L instead of
p P LXR´1ε pL
1q.
Applying the exponential law C8pVSOp∆q ˆϕpUqq – C8pVSOp∆q, C8pϕpUqqq we see that
dk
1
dl
2
pf ˝ R ˝ pidˆϕ´1qqpΦε, ϕppqqpΨ1,ε, . . . ,Ψk,εq is given by
dlpdkppf ˝ Rq_qpΦεqpΨ1,ε, . . . ,Ψk,εq ˝ ϕ
´1q.
Because the norm of the lth differential of any smooth function Rm Ñ Rn can be estimated by
partial derivatives of order ď l of its component functions it suffices to obtain estimates for
sup
pPL
∥
∥Bαpdkppf j ˝ Rq_qpΦεqpΨ1,ε, . . . ,Ψk,εq ˝ ϕ
´1qpϕppqq
∥
∥ (4)
where α P Nn0 and f
j denotes the jth component of f .
Because
p : g ÞÑ sup
xPL
∣
∣Bαpg ˝ ϕ´1qpϕpxqq
∣
∣
is a continuous seminorm of C8pMq, (4) is nothing else than
ppdkppf j ˝ Rq_qpΦεqpΨ1,ε, . . . ,Ψk,εqq
which is moderate according to Definition 3.3 by assumption.
A similar result holds for equivalence:
Theorem 4.11. For R, S P E∆MrM,Ns the following statements are equivalent:
(a) R „ S.
(b) R „0 S.
(c) f ˝ R ´ f ˝ S P N∆pMq for all f P C8pN,Rq.
(d) f ˝ R ´ f ˝ S P N∆pMq for all f P C8
0
pN,Rq.
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Proof. (a) ñ (b) is trivial, (b)ñ (c) is Proposition 4.9 (ii) and (c)ñ (d) is trivial. (d)ñ (a):
assume that Definition 4.5 (i) does not hold, i.e., pDδ ą 0q pDLq pDpΦεqεq pDhq pDpεkqk Œ 0q
pDppkqk P L
Nq: dhpRpΦεk , pkq, SpΦεk , pkqq ą δ for all k. Because of c-boundedness of R and
S, taking subsequences we can assume that RpΦεk , pkq Ñ x and SpΦεk , pkq Ñ y ‰ x. Choose
f P C8
0
pN,Rq such that fpxq ‰ fpyq. Then (d) implies
|fpRpΦεk , pkqq ´ fpSpΦεk , pkqq| Ñ 0
which gives a contradiction. Hence, Definition 4.5 (i) must hold.
For Definition 4.5 (ii), given a chart pV, ψq of N used in the test and L1 ĂĂ V , choose f P
C80 pN,Rq
n such that f ” ψ in an open neighborhood V 1 Ď V of L1. Then we can replace ψ by
f for the estimate and instead of p P LXRpΦε, .q
´1pL1q X SpΦε, .q
´1pL1q estimate over p P L,
from which the claim is obvious as in Theorem 4.10 (d)ñ (a).
Hence, composition is well-defined as a map G∆rM,Ns ˆ G∆rN,P s Ñ G∆rM,P s.
5 Generalized vector bundle homomorphisms
Let E Ñ M and F Ñ N be vector bundles with typical fibers E and F (which are finite
dimensional vector spaces over K), dimensions m1 and n1 and trivializing coverings SE and
SF , respectively. For any vector bundle homomorphism s P HompE, F q we denote by s P
C8pM,Nq the underlying smooth map between the basic manifolds such that πF ˝ s “ s ˝ πE .
By HomcpE,RˆR
n1q we denote the set of all f P HompE,RˆRn
1
q such that f : M Ñ R has
compact support.
Definition 5.1. By Hom∆E rE, F s we denote the space of all mappings f P C
8pVSOp∆q ˆ
E, F q for which there exists a mapping f P C8pVSOp∆q ˆM,Nq “ E∆rM,Ns satisfying
πF ˝ f “ f ˝ pidˆπEq and such that for all λ P VSOp∆q and all x P E the restriction
fpλ, .q|Ex : Ex Ñ Ffpxq is linear. Hom
∆
E rE, F s is called the basic space of generalized vector
bundle homomorphisms from E to F .
We introduce the following notation. Let f P Hom∆E rE, F s, pU, τq P SE, pV, σq P SF ,
pU0, ϕq P AM , λ0 P E and p0 P U XU0Xfpλ0, .q
´1pV q. Then there is a c8-open neighborhood
W of λ0 and an open subset rU Ď UXU0 of p0 such that fpW ˆ rUq Ď V and σ˝f ˝pidˆτ´1q P
C8pW ˆ rU ˆ E, V ˆ Fq. We write the components of this function as in
pσ ˝ f ˝ pidˆτ´1qqpλ, p, vq “ pfpλ, pq, tfστ pλ, pq ¨ vq pλ PW, p P rU, v P Eq
with tfστ P C8pW ˆ rU,LpE;Fqq. We see that the map
tfστ ˝ pidˆϕ´1q P C8pW ˆ ϕprUq,LpE;Fqq
has derivatives
dk
1
dl
2
p tfστ ˝ pidˆϕ´1qqpλ, ϕppqqpλ1, . . . , λkq P LpRm, . . . ,Rm; LpE;Fqq
(with Rm appearing l times) existing for all λ P W , p P rU and all λ1, . . . , λk P VSOp∆q.
Again, we set Rε :“ RpΦε, .q.
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Definition 5.2. We say that R P Hom∆E rE, F s is moderate if
(i) R P E∆MrE, F s,
(ii) p@pU, τq P SEq p@pU0, ϕq P AMq p@pV, σq P SF q p@k, l P N0q p@L ĂĂ U0 X Uq
p@L1 ĂĂ V q p@pΦεqε P Sp∆q, pΨ1,εqε, . . . , pΨk,εqε P S
0p∆qq pDN P Nq:
∥
∥
∥d
k
1
dl
2
p tRστ ˝ pidˆϕ´1qqpΦε, ϕppqqpΨ1,ε, . . . ,Ψk,εq∥∥∥ “ Opε´Nq (5)
uniformly for p P LXR´1ε pL
1q.
The space of all moderate elements of Hom∆E rE, F s is denoted by Hom
∆
MrE, F s.
Definition 5.3. Two elements R, S P Hom∆E pE, F q are called vector bundle equivalent (vb-
equivalent), written R „vb S, if
(i) R „ S in E∆MrE, F s,
(ii) p@pU, τq P SEq p@pU0, ϕq P AMq p@pV, σq P SF q p@k, l P N0q p@L ĂĂ U0 X Uq
p@L1 ĂĂ V q p@pΦεqε P Sp∆q, pΨ1,εqε, . . . , pΨk,εqε P S
0p∆qq p@m P Nq:
∥
∥dk
1
dl
2
p tRστ ˝ pidˆϕ´1qqpΦε, ϕppqqpΨ1,ε, . . . ,Ψk,εq
´ dk
1
dl
2
ptSστ ˝ pidˆϕ´1qqpΦε, ϕppqqpΨ1,ε, . . . ,Ψk,εq∥∥ “ Opεmq (6)
uniformly for all p P LXR´1ε pL
1q X S´1ε pL
1q.
If (ii) holds only for k “ l “ 0, we say that R, S are vector bundle equivalent of order 0
(vb0-equivalent), written R „vb0 S.
Remark 5.4. Definitions 5.2 and 5.3 are independent of the chosen atlases and families of
trivializing coverings. Moreover, vb-equivalence and vb0-equivalence define an equivalence
relation on Hom∆E pE, F q.
Definition 5.5. Hom∆G rE, F s :“ Hom
∆
MrE, F s{„vb is the space of generalized vector bundle
homomorphisms from E to F .
Let us consider the case where E “ M ˆ E and F “ N ˆ F are trivial. Then the vector parttR “ pr2 ˝R of R P Hom∆E rM,Ns can be seen as a mapping tR P C8pVSOp∆q ˆM,LpE;Fqq
which has components Rij (i “ 1 . . .dimF, j “ 1 . . .dimE) in C8pVSOp∆q ˆ M,Kq –
C8pVSOp∆q, C8pMqq “ E∆pMq. From the definitions above, the following is evident:
Lemma 5.6. If E and F are trivial, R P Hom∆E pE, F q can be written as
R “ pR, p tRijqijq
with base map R P E∆rM,Ns and components tRij P E∆pMq. R is moderate if and only if R
and all tRij are moderate; R „vb S if and only if R „ S and tRij ´ tSij P N∆pMq for all i, j. In
particular, R „vb S if and only if R „vb0 S.
Definition 5.7. Given R P Hom∆E rE, F s and S P Hom
∆
E rF,Gs we define their composition
S ˝ R P Hom∆E rE,Gs by pS ˝ RqpΦ, pq :“ SpΦ, RpΦ, pqq (Φ P VSOp∆q, p P E).
In order to show that vb0-equivalence is the same as vb-equivalence we employ the fact that for
every vector bundle we can find another one such that their direct sum is trivial ([10, Theorem
I, Section 2.5, p. 76]). For trivial vector bundles one can then essentially argue coordinatewise
and use the corresponding result for generalized functions.
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Lemma 5.8. Let R P Hom∆MrE, F s, f P HompE0, Eq and g P HompF, F1q. Then g ˝ R ˝
f P Hom∆MrE0, F1s. R „vb0 R
1 implies g ˝ R ˝ f „vb0 g ˝ R
1 ˝ f , and R „vb R
1 implies
g ˝ R ˝ f „vb g ˝ R
1 ˝ f .
Proof. By Proposition 4.9 we have the needed statements about the base map. For the vector
part we simply note that for suitable local trivializations τ0, τ, σ, σ1,
Ńpf ˝ R ˝ gqσ0τ1pΦε, pq “ tfσ0σpRpΦε, gppqqq ¨ tRστ pΦε, gppqq ¨ tgττ1ppq.
Because derivatives of tfσ0σ and tgττ1 are bounded on compact sets and R is c-bounded, the
claim follows immediately.
Corollary 5.9. Given R, S P Hom∆MrE, F s we have R „vb0 S if and only if R „vb S.
Proof. Choose E 1 and F 1 such that E ‘ E 1 and F ‘ F 1 are trivial; denote by iF and pE the
canonical injection F Ñ F ‘ F 1 and projection E ‘ E 1 Ñ E, respectively. By Lemmas 5.6
and 5.8 we have
R „vb0 S ùñ ιF ˝R ˝ pE „vb0 ιF ˝ S ˝ pE
ðñ ιF ˝ R ˝ pE „vb ιF ˝ S ˝ pE
ùñ R „vb S.
Proposition 5.10. Let R P Hom∆MrE, F s and S P Hom
∆
MrF,Gs. Then
(i) S ˝ R P Hom∆MrE,Gs,
(ii) if R1 P Hom∆MrE, F s and S
1 P Hom∆MrF,Gs are such that R „vb R
1 and S „vb S
1, then
S ˝ R „vb S
1 ˝ R1.
Proof. Choose vector bundles E 1, F 1 and G1 such that E ‘E 1, F ‘ F 1 and G‘ F 1 are trivial.
E
R //

F
S //

G

E ‘ E 1
OO
rR // F ‘ F
OO
rS // G‘G1
Then the corresponding mappings rR and rS are moderate by Lemma 5.8 and moderateness of
R˝S follows if we can showmoderateness of rS˝ rR; for the latter we note that rS˝ rR is moderate
by Proposition 4.9. Moreover, because all involved bundles are trivial we can use Lemma 5.6
in order to see that the vector part of rS ˝ rR is given by componentwise multiplication, i.e.,
ÝÝÝÝÑ
prS ˝ rRqik “ řj ÝÑrR ijÝÑrS jk. From this, (i) and (ii) are clear in the general case.
Hence, composition is well-defined as a map Hom∆G rE, F s ˆ Hom
∆
G rF,Gs Ñ Hom
∆
G rE,Gs.
Finally, we are in the position to define the tangent of a generalized mapping.
Definition 5.11. For R P E∆rM,Ns the tangent mapping TR : VSOp∆q ˆ TM Ñ TN of R
is defined as pTRqpΦ, vq :“ TpRpΦ, .qq ¨ v.
Proposition 5.12. Let R P E∆rM,Ns. Then
(i) TR P Hom∆E rTM,TNs with TR “ R.
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(ii) If R is moderate, TR is so.
(iii) If R, S P E∆MrM,Ns satisfy R „ S then TR „vb TS.
Proof. (i): TR “ R is clear. For smoothness of TR fix a chart pTV,Tψq of TN coming from
a chart pV, ψq of N . Given pλ0, v0q P VSOp∆q ˆ TM , by smoothness of R there exists a chart
pU, ϕq onM containing πpv0q and a c
8-open neighborhoodW of λ0 such that RpW ˆUq Ď V
and ψ ˝ R ˝ pidˆϕ´1q P C8pW ˆ ϕpUq, ψpV qq. It follows that TRpW ˆ TUq Ď TV and
pTψ ˝ TR ˝ pidˆTϕ´1qqpλ, p, vq “ d2pψ ˝ R ˝ pidˆϕ
´1qqpλ, pq ¨ v
whence Tψ ˝ TR ˝ pidˆTϕ´1q P C8pW ˆ ϕpUq ˆ Rm, ψpV q ˆ Rnq.
(ii): for moderateness of TR fix charts pU, ϕq on M , pV, ψq on N and corresponding vector
bundle charts pTU,Tϕq and pTV,Tψq. Let k, l P N0, L ĂĂ U and L
1 ĂĂ V . Then for
Φε P VSOp∆q and p P L X RεpL
1q we have (with τ, σ being the trivializations corresponding
to Tϕ,Tϕ)
p tRστ ˝ pidˆϕ´1qqpΦε, ϕppqq “ d2pψ ˝ R ˝ pidˆϕ´1qqpΦε, ϕppqq
which satisfies the moderateness estimates by assumption.
(iii) is seen the same way.
6 Hybrid generalized functions
Spaces of hybrid generalized functions were introduced in [22] in order to give meaning to
the notaion of generalized sections along generalized mappings. This in turn is needed for the
notion of a geodesic of a generalized pseudo-Riemannian metric.
Definition 6.1. We set E∆,hrM,F s :“ C8pVSOp∆q ˆM,F q and, for each of its elements R,
R :“ πF ˝ R P E
∆rM,Ns.
We use the notation tRσpλ, pq :“ pr2 ˝σ ˝ R where it is defined for a local trivialization pV, σq
of F , and set Rε :“ RpΦε, .q.
Definition 6.2. R P E∆,hrM,F s is called moderate if
(i) R P E∆MrM,Ns,
(ii) p@pU, ϕq P AMq p@pV, σq P SF q p@L ĂĂ Uq p@L
1 ĂĂ V q p@k, l P N0q p@pΦεqε P Sp∆q,
pΨ1,εqε, . . . , pΨk,εqε P S
0p∆qq pDN P Nq:
∥
∥
∥d
k
1d
l
2p tRσ ˝ pidˆϕ´1qqpΦε, ϕppqqpΨ1,ε, . . . ,Ψk,εq∥∥∥ “ Opε´Nq
uniformly on p P LXR´1ε pL
1q.
The set of all such moderate R is denoted by E
∆,h
M
rM,F s.
Definition 6.3. R, S P E∆,h
M
rM,F s are called equivalent (written R „h S) if
(i) R „ S,
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(ii) p@pU, ϕq P AMq p@pV, σq P SF q p@L ĂĂ Uq p@L
1 ĂĂ V q p@k, l P N0q p@pΦεqε P Sp∆q,
pΨ1,εqε, . . . , pΨk,εqε P S
0p∆qq p@m P Nq:
∥
∥
∥d
k
1d
l
2p tRσ ˝ pidˆϕ´1qqpΦε, ϕppqqpΨ1,ε, . . . ,Ψk,εq
´ dk
1
dl
2
ptSσ ˝ pidˆϕ´1qqpΦε, ϕppqqpΨ1,ε, . . . ,Ψk,εq∥∥∥ “ Opεmq
uniformly for p P LXR´1ε pL
1q X S´1ε pL
1q.
By „h0 we denote the same relation but with k “ l “ 0 in (ii).
Definition 6.4. G∆,hrM,F s :“ E∆,h
M
rM,F s{„h.
Again, Definitions 6.2 and 6.3 are independent of the atlas and trivializing coverings chosen
and Definition 6.3 gives equivalence relations. As in the previous section we first show that
these definitions are functorial if we take as morphisms smooth maps and smooth vector bundle
homomorphisms, respectively; this will allow us to reduce further questions to the case where
F is trivial.
Definition 6.5. We define compositions pR, Sq ÞÑ S ˝ R,
E∆rM,Ns ˆ E∆,hrN,Gs Ñ E∆,hrM,Gs
E
∆,hrM,F s ˆ Hom∆E rF,Gs Ñ E
∆,hrM,Gs
by pS ˝ RqpΦ, xq :“ SpΦ, RpΦ, xqq.
Lemma 6.6. Let R P E∆,h
M
rM,F s, f P C8pM0,Mq and g P HompF, F1q. Then g ˝ R ˝ f P
E
∆,h
M
rM0, F1s. R „h R
1 implies g˝R˝f „h g˝R
1˝f andR „h0 R
1 implies g˝R˝f „h0 g˝R
1˝f .
Proof. Proposition 4.9 gives the claim about the base maps. For the vector part we note that
for suitable local trivializations σ, σ1 and charts ϕ0, ϕ we have
p
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
pg ˝ R ˝ fqσ1 ˝ pidˆϕ
´1
0
qqpΦε, ϕ0ppqq
“ tgσ1σpRpΦε, fppqqq ¨ p tRσ ˝ pidˆϕ´1qqpΦε, pϕ ˝ f ˝ ϕ´10 qpϕ0ppqqq
from which the corresponding estimates can be obtained using the chain rule.
The following is evident.
Lemma 6.7. If F is trivial R P E∆,hrM,F s can be written as R “ pR, p tRiqiq with base map
R P E∆rM,Ns and components tRi P E∆pMq, i “ 1 . . .dimF . In this case, R is moderate if
and only if R and all tRi are moderate; R „h S and R „h0 S are both equivalent to R „ S
and tRi ´ tSi P N∆pMq for all i.
Corollary 6.8. Given R, S P E∆,hrM,F s, we have R „h S if and only if R „h0 S.
Proof. Choose F 1 such that F ‘ F 1 is trivial. By Lemmas 6.6 and 6.7 we then have
R „h0 S ùñ iF ˝ R „h0 iF ˝ S
ðñ iF ˝ R „h iF ˝ S
ùñ R „h S.
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Proposition 6.9. (i) For R P E∆,hrM,F s and S P Hom∆MrF,Gs, S ˝ R P E
∆,h
M
rM,Gs;
R „h R
1 and S „vb S
1 imply S ˝ R „h S
1 ˝ R1.
(ii) For R P E∆MrM,Ns and S P E
∆,h
M
rN,Gs, S ˝ R P E∆,h
M
rM,Gs; if R „ R1 and S „h S
1,
then S ˝ R „h S
1 ˝R1.
Proof. This is shown as in Proposition 5.10 by reduction to trivial bundles, such that the claims
reduce to (i) multiplication or (ii) composition of the vector components of the mappings in-
volved.
Hence, we have well-defined composition mappings
G
∆rM,Ns ˆ G∆,hrN,Gs Ñ G∆,hrM,Gs,
G∆,hrM,F s ˆ Hom∆G rF,Gs Ñ G
∆,hrM,Gs.
7 Generalized sections along generalized mappings
Lemma 7.1. (i) Let R P Hom∆MrE, F s and S P E
∆
MrM,Ns with R „ S. Then there exists
R0 P Hom
∆
MrE, F s such that R „vb R0 and R0 “ S.
(ii) Let R P E∆,h
M
rM,F s and S P E∆MrM,Ns withR „ S. Then there existsR0 P E
∆,h
M
rM,F s
such that R „vb R0 and R0 “ S.
Proof. (i): Supposing first that E and F are trivial we can set
R0pΦ, p, vq :“ pSpΦ, pq, tRpΦ, pq ¨ vq (7)
with tRpΦ, pq ¨ v :“ ppr2 ˝RqpΦ, p, vq. ObviouslyR0 “ S and R0 „vb S holds.
For the general case choose vector bundles E 1 and F 1 such that E ‘ E 1 and F ‘ F 1 are trivial.
Define P P Hom∆MrE ‘ E
1, F ‘ F 1s by P :“ ιF ˝R˝pE where iF and pE denote the canonical
injection of F and projection to E, respectively; we have P “ R „ S, hence by the first
part we obtain P0 P Hom
∆
MrE ‘ E
1, F ‘ F 1s such that P0 „vb P and P0 “ S. We then set
R0 :“ pF ˝ P0 ˝ iE . It follows that R0 „ pF ˝ P ˝ iE “ pF ˝ iF ˝ R ˝ pE ˝ iE “ R and
R0 “ P0 “ S.
For (ii) we replace (7) by R0pΦ, pq :“ pSpΦ, pq, ~RpΦ, pqq and proceed similarly.
Corollary 7.2. For given S P G∆rM,Ns the sets
Hom∆G rE, F spSq :“ tR P Hom
∆
G rE, F s | R “ S u
G
∆,hrM,F spSq :“ tR P G∆,hrM,F s | R “ S u
are vector spaces.
We call G∆,hrM,F spSq the space of generalized sections along S. In particular, we denote
by XGpSq :“ G
∆,hrM,TNspSq the space of generalized vector fields on S. This notion is
necessary in order to define the notion of a geodesic of a generalized pseudo-Riemannianmetric
(cf. [22]).
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8 Point values
Although a definition of point values of distributions was introduced by S. Łojasiewicz in [24],
an arbitrary distribution need not have a point value at every point and it is not possible to
characterize distributions by their point values.
An important feature of Colombeau algebras is the availability of such a point value charac-
terization ([19]). This concept was extended to the case of the special Colombeau algebra on
manifolds in [21] and to point values of generalized vector bundle homomorphisms in [16].
We will give the corresponding definitions in our setting and show the usual desired prop-
erties. Note in particular that a point value characterization in full diffeomorphism invariant
Colombeau spaces of generalized functions is considerable more complicated to attain than in
the special algebra because one has to construct suitable bump functions on spaces likeDpRnq,
as is evidenced first in [25].
For applications of point values in Colombeau algebras we refer, e.g., to [20, 1, 29]. Further-
more, we point out that a point value characterization for full Colombeau algebras on manifolds
is only available by our approach based on smoothing operators (or smoothing kernels) as pa-
rameters in the basic space; the more restrictive setting of [13] is not able to accomodate point
values in a coordinate-invariant way, as is seen by comparing this section with [25].
Definition 8.1. Let E be a finite dimensional vector space over K with norm ‖¨‖. We define
E
∆ :“ C8pVSOp∆q,Eq,
E
∆
M :“ tX P E
∆ : @k P N0 @pΦεqε P Sp∆q, pΨ1,εqε, . . . , pΨk,εqε P S
0p∆q DN P N :
∥
∥pdkRqpΦεqpΨ1,ε, . . . ,Ψk,εq
∥
∥ “ Opε´Nq u,
E
∆
N
:“ tX P E∆ : @k P N0 @pΦεqε P Sp∆q, pΨ1,εqε, . . . , pΨk,εqε P S
0p∆q @m P N :
∥
∥pdkRqpΦεqpΨ1,ε, . . . ,Ψk,εq
∥
∥ “ Opεmq u,rE∆ :“ E∆M{E∆N .
Elements of rE∆ are called generalized E-vectors, elements of rK∆ generalized numbers. We
abbreviate Rε :“ RpΦεq.
rK∆ is a commutative ring and rE∆ a rK∆-module. The algebraic properties of Colombeau gen-
eralized numbers have been studied in various settings before, see for example [2, 4, 9, 33]; it is
expected that analogous results can be obtained in our setting also (barring the fact that smooth
dependence on elements of VSOp∆q can lead to some technical complications).
The following is a variant of Theorem 3.4 for generalized vectors and can be proven analo-
gously.
Lemma 8.2. If X P E∆M then X P E
∆
N if and only if @m P N @pΦεqε P Sp∆q: |Rε| “ Opε
mq.
We will now define generalized points of manifolds and vector bundles. From now on we will
use the notation |fε| “ Opgεq also if fε is only defined for ε in a specified subset of p0, 1s.
Definition 8.3. (a) LetM∆ :“ C8pVSOp∆q,Mq. ByM∆c we denote the set of allX PM
∆
such that pDL ĂĂMq p@pΦεqε P Sp∆qq pDε0 ą 0q p@ε ă ε0q: Xε P L.
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(b) X P M∆c is called moderate if p@k P N0q p@pU, ϕq P AMq p@L ĂĂ Uq p@pΦεqε P Sp∆q,
pΨ1,εqε, . . . , pΨk,εqε P S
0p∆qq pDN P Nq:
∥
∥dkpϕ ˝XqpΦεqpΨ1,ε, . . . ,Ψk,εq
∥
∥ “ Opε´Nq
for all ε such that Xε P L. The set of moderate elements ofM
∆
c is denoted byM
∆
c,M.
(c) GivenX, Y PM∆c,M we say that X and Y are equivalent, written X „ Y , if
(i) p@h P RiempMqq p@pΦεqε P Sp∆qq: dhpXε, Yεq Ñ 0,
(ii) p@k P N0q p@pU, ϕq P AMq p@L ĂĂ Uq p@pΦεqε P Sp∆q, pΨ1,εqε, . . . , pΨk,εqε P
S0p∆qq p@m P Nq:
∥
∥dkpϕ ˝X ´ ϕ ˝ Y qpΦεqpΨ1,ε, . . . ,Ψk,εq
∥
∥ “ Opεmq
for all ε such that Xε P L and Yε P L.
If (ii) holds only for k “ 0 we writeX „0 Y (equivalence of order 0).
(d) We set ĂM∆c :“ M∆c,M{„ and call its elements compactly supported generalized points of
M .
Note that in Definition 8.3 (c) (i) one can replace p@h P RiempMqq by pDh P RiempMqq.
Again, because the kth differentials are symmetric we can take all pΨ1,εqε . . . pΨk,εqε to be
equal. We have the following coordiante-free characterization of 0-equivalence:
Proposition 8.4. Let X, Y PM∆c,M. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) X „0 Y ;
(b) p@h P RiempMqq p@pΦεqε P Sp∆qq p@m P Nq: dhpXε, Yεq “ Opε
mq.
Proof. This is seen exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4.8.
In the following, let πE : E Ñ M be a vector bundle with typical fiber E (a finite dimensional
vector space overK) and trivializing coveringSE . ForX P C
8pVSOp∆q, Eq and pU, τq P SE,tXτ :“ pr2 ˝τ ˝X denotes the vector part of X with respect to τ where it is defined.
Definition 8.5. (a) Let E∆ :“ C8pVSOp∆q, Eq. For X P E∆ we set X :“ πE ˝X PM
∆.
(b) We define the set E∆vb,M of moderate generalized vector bundle points of E as the set of
all X P E∆ such that
(i) X PM∆c,M,
(ii) p@k P N0q p@pU, τq P SEq p@L ĂĂ Uq p@pΦεqε P Sp∆q, pΨ1,εqε . . . pΨk,εqε P
S0p∆qq pDN P Nq:
∥
∥
∥d
k tXτ pΦεqpΨ1,ε, . . . ,Ψk,εq∥∥∥ “ Opε´Nq
for all ε such that Xε P L.
(c) We say that X, Y P E∆vb,M are vector bundle equivalent, writtenX „vb Y , if
(i) X „ Y ,
(ii) p@k P N0q p@pΦεqε P Sp∆q, pΨ1,εqε, . . . , pΨk,εqε P S
0p∆qq p@pU, τq P SEq p@L ĂĂ
Uq p@m P Nq:
∥
∥
∥d
kp tXτ ´ tYτ qpΦεqpΨ1,ε, . . . ,Ψk,εq∥∥∥ “ Opεmq
for all ε such that Xε, Y ε P L.
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If (ii) holds only for k “ 0 we writeX „vb0 Y .
(d) We set rE∆vb :“ E∆vb,M{„vb and call its elements generalized vector bundle points of E.
Lemma 8.6. If E is trivial, R P E∆pEq has components Ri P E∆pMq (i “ 1 . . .dimE) and R
is moderate or negligible if and only if all Ri are so.
Moreover, in this situation any generalized point X P E∆ “ C8pVSOp∆q,M ˆ Eq can be
written as X “ ppr1 ˝X, pr2 ˝Xq “: pX, tXq with tX having components tX i P K∆. X is
moderate if and only if X and tX (or all tX i) are so; X „vb Y if and only if X „ Y andtX ´ tY P E∆N (or tX i ´ tY i P K∆N for all i).
Definition 8.7. We define point evaluation mappings
E∆pMq ˆM∆ Ñ K∆
E∆pEq ˆM∆ Ñ E∆
E∆rM,Ns ˆM∆ Ñ N∆
by RpXqpΦq :“ RpΦqpXpΦqq and
E∆,hrM,F s ˆM∆ Ñ F∆
Hom∆rE, F s ˆ E∆ Ñ F∆
by RpXqpΦq :“ RpΦ, XpΦqq. RpXq is called the point value of R at X .
In all of these cases, point evaluation respects moderateness and equivalence. We first show
this for smooth mappings:
Proposition 8.8. (i) Let X P M∆ and f P C8pM,Nq. If X P M∆c then fpXq P N
∆
c ; if
X PM∆c,M then fpXq P N
∆
c,M; ForX, Y PM
∆
c,M withX „ Y , fpXq „ fpY q.
(ii) Let X P E∆ and f P HompE, F q. If X P E∆vb,M then fpXq P F
∆
vb,M. If X, Y P E
∆
vb,M
withX „vb Y , then fpXq „vb fpY q.
Proof. (i) Preservation of c-boundedness is clear. Moderateness of djpf ˝XqpΦεqpΨε, . . . ,Ψεq
is seen by applying the chain rule to f ˝ X “ pf ˝ ϕ´1q ˝ pϕ ˝ Xq for a suitable chart ϕ, and
similarly for equivalence.
(ii) fpXq “ fpXq is moderate by (i). Moderateness of djŁfpXqσpΦεqpΨε, . . . ,Ψεq is seen
by applying the chain rule to ŁfpXqσpΦq “ tfστ pXpΦqq ¨ tXτ pΦq where τ, σ are suitable local
trivializations of E and F . Similarly, one sees fpXq „vb fpY q.
Moreover, generalized points can be characterized by composition with smooth functions:
Proposition 8.9. Let X P M∆. Then X is moderate if and only if fpXq P K∆ is moderate
for all f P C8pMq. For X, Y P M∆c,M, X „ Y if and only if fpXq ´ fpY q P K
∆
N for all
f P C8pMq, which hence is equivalent toX „0 Y .
Proof. This is obtained in exactly the same way as Theorems 4.10 and 4.11.
Proposition 8.10. (a) Given R P E∆MpMq andX PM
∆
c,M, RpXq P K
∆
M. For R P N
∆pMq we
have RpXq P K∆N and forX „ Y we have RpXq ´RpY q P K
∆
N .
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(b) Given R P E∆MpEq and X P M
∆
c,M, RpXq P E
∆
vb,M. Furthermore, if S P E
∆
MpEq and
Y PM∆c,M satisfy R ´ S P N
∆pEq and X „0 Y then RpXq „vb SpY q.
(c) Given R P E∆MrM,Ns and X P M
∆
c,M, RpXq P N
∆
c,M. Moreover, if S P E
∆
MrM,Ns and
Y PM∆c,M are given with R „ S andX „ Y , then RpXq „vb SpY q.
(d) Given R P E∆,h
M
rM,F s and X P M∆, RpXq P F∆vb,M. Moreover, if S P E
∆,h
M
rM,F s and
Y PM∆c,M are given with R „h S andX „ Y , then RpXq „vb SpY q.
(e) Given R P Hom∆MrE, F s and X P E
∆
vb,M, RpXq P F
∆
vb,M. Moreover, if S P Hom
∆
MrE, F s
and Y P E∆vb,M satisfy R „vb Y and X „vb Y , then RpXq „vb SpY q.
Proof. (a) We have to estimate
djpRpXqqpΦεqpΨε, . . . ,Ψεq. (8)
Because X is c-bounded it suffices to obtain the estimate for all ε withXpΦεq P L ĂĂ U for a
chart pU, ϕq onM . Applying the chain rule to
RpXqpΦεq “ pRpΦεq ˝ ϕ
´1qppϕ ˝XqpΦεqq
we see that (8) is given by terms of the form
dlpdkRpΦεqpΨε, . . . ,Ψεq ˝ ϕ
´1qppϕ ˝XqpΦεqq
¨ di1pϕ ˝XqpΦε, . . . ,Φεq ¨ . . . ¨ d
ilpϕ ˝XqpΦε, . . . ,Φεq.
From this, the first two claims follow immediately. Now supposeX „0 Y . Again, it suffices to
obtain the estimate for all ε with XpΦεq P L ĂĂ U for a chart pU, ϕq onM . By Definition 8.3
(c) (i) we can choose a neighborhood L1 ĂĂ U of L such that XpΦεq P L implies Y pΦεq P L
1
for small ε. Moreover, we can without limitation of generality assume that ϕpL1q is convex. In
this case we can write |RpXqpΦεq ´RpY qpΦεq| as
∣
∣
∣
∣
ż
1
0
B
Bt
pRpΦεq ˝ ϕ
´1qppϕ ˝ Y qpΦεq ` t ¨ ppϕ ˝XqpΦεq ´ pϕ ˝ Y qpΦεqqqdt
∣
∣
∣
∣
ď sup
xPϕpL1q
∥
∥dpRpΦεq ˝ ϕ
´1qpxq
∥
∥ ¨ ‖pϕ ˝XqpΦεq ´ pϕ ˝ Y qpΦεq‖
from which we see that RpXq ´RpY q P K∆N .
(b) If E is trivial,RpXq “ pX, pRipXqqiq gives the claim by (a). In the general case, choose E
1
such that E ‘E 1 is trivial; then RpXq “ pEpiEpRpXqqq and because piE ˝RqpXq is moderate,
RpXq is moderate. ForR´S P N∆pEq,RpXq “ pEppiE˝RqpXqq „ pEppiE˝SqpXqq “ SpXq
because iE ˝R´ iE ˝ S P N
∆pE ‘E 1q. Finally,X „ Y implies RpXq “ pEppiE ˝RqpXqq „
pEppiE ˝ RqpY qq “ RpY q.
(c) RpXq clearly is c-bounded. By Proposition 8.9 it is moderate if and only if fpRpXqq “
pf ˝ RqpXq is moderate for any f P C8pNq, which is the case by (a) and Theorem 4.10, and
similarly for equivalence.
(d) If F is trivial, RpXq “ pRpXq, p tRipXqqiq is moderate by (a) and Lemma 6.7; similarly for
equivalence. For non-trivial F choose F 1 such that F ‘ F 1 is trivial; as in (b), the claim then
follows by writing RpXq “ pF ppiF ˝ RqpXqq.
(e) If E and F are trivial, the claim follows fromRpXq “ pRpXq, p
ř
j
tRijXjqiq. In the general
case, with E ‘ E 1 and F ‘ F 1 trivial, use RpXq “ pF ppiF ˝ R ˝ pEqpiEpXqqq.
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Consequently, point evaluation is well-defined on the quotients:
Corollary 8.11. The following point evaluation mappings are well-defined:
G∆pMq ˆ ĂM∆c Ñ rK∆
G∆pEq ˆ ĂM∆c Ñ rE∆vb
G∆rM,Ns ˆ ĂM∆c Ñ rN∆c
G∆,hrM,F s ˆ ĂM∆c Ñ rF∆vb
Hom∆G rE, F s ˆ rE∆vb Ñ rF∆vb
9 Point value characterizations
In order to characterize a generalized function by its point values, the following auxiliary result
(adapted from [25]) allows to construct generalized points with specific properties. However,
we need to establish some terminology for its formulation. First, in the local case (where
U Ď Rn is an open set) the topological vector space isomorphism L pD1pUq;C8pUqq –
C8pU,DpUqq establishes a correspondence between smoothing operators Φ and smoothing
kernels ~ϕ; the conditions (VSO1-4,2’,4’) transform accordingly (cf. [26] for details), which
gives an equivalent formulation of test objects in terms of smoothing kernels. The construction
in the next lemma gives a generalized point defined in the local setting which can be pulled
back to the manifold along a chart; there, the point of the corresponding submanifold ofM can
be seen as a point onM by pulling it back along the “restriction mapping” ρSOU,M of smoothing
operators (see [26, Theorem 5.6, p. 198]), which maps test objects onM to test objects on U .
For an open subset U Ď Rn, SpUq and S0pUq denote the spaces of nets p~ϕεqε P SKpUq
I
of
smoothing kernels such that the corresponding nets of smoothing operators satisfy (VSO1)–
(VSO4) or (VSO1,2’,3,4’), respectively, of Section 3 with E “ U ˆ K (cf. also [27]). These
are exactly the test objects used in the local scalar theory.
Lemma 9.1. Let U Ď Rn be open, p~ϕεqε P SKpUq
I , K Ď U open with K Ď U compact, and
suppose we are given sequences pεkqk in I and pxkqk in K such that pεkqk Ñ 0. Then there
exists X P C8pSKpUq, Uq such that Xp~ϕεkq “ xk for infinitely many k and X is moderate
in the sense that p@j P N0q p@p~ϕεqε P SpUqq p@p~ψ1,εqε, . . . , p~ψj,εqε P S
0pUqq pDN P Nq:
∥
∥
∥pdjXqp~ϕεqp~ψ1,ε, . . . , ~ψj,εq
∥
∥
∥ “ Opε´Nq.
Proof. Let z0 P U and η ą 0 arbitrary. Choose r ą 0 such that Brpz0q Ď U . By choosing
suitable subsequences we can assume that pεkqk is strictly decreasing, the convex hull of the set
txk : k P Nu is contained in U , supp ~ϕεkpz0q Ď Br{2pz0q and
∥
∥~ϕεk`1pz0q
∥
∥
8
ą ‖~ϕεk‖8` 2η for
all k P N, where ‖¨‖8 denotes the supremum norm.
With L :“ Brpz0q, DLpUq :“ tϕ P DpUq : suppϕ Ď Lu is nuclear ([31, Chapter III, §8.1,
p. 106]) and W :“ tϕ P DLpUq | ‖ϕ‖8 ď ηu is a 0-neighborhood in this space. By [31,
Chapter III, §7.3, p. 102] there is a 0-neighborhood V Ď W whose gauge function is given
by ppϕq :“
a
σpϕ, ϕq, where σ is a positive semi-definite Hermitian form on DLpUq. By the
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, |σpϕ, ψq| ď ppϕqppψq and hence σ as well as its corresponding
quadratic form hpϕq :“ σpϕ, ϕq are smooth.
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Choose any g P C8pR, r0, 1sq such that gpxq “ 1 for x ď 0 and gpxq “ 0 for x ě 1 and set
χ :“ g ˝ h P C8pDLpUq,Rq. Take λ P C
8pUq with supp λ Ď L and λ ” 1 on Br{2pz0q. Then
define X P C8pSKpUq, Uq by
Xp~ϕq :“ x1 `
ÿ
k
χpλ ¨ ~ϕpz0q ´ ~ϕεkpz0qq ¨ pxk ´ x1q.
Because χ´1p0q Ď W the summands have pairwise disjoint carriers and Xp~ϕεkq “ xk for
all k. For moderateness we have to show that @j P N0 @p~ϕεqε P SpUq, p~ψεqε P S
0pUq
DN P N:
∥
∥
∥pdjXqp~ϕεqp~ψε, . . . , ~ψεq
∥
∥
∥ “ Opε´Nq. For each ε P I at most one term χpλ ¨
~ϕεpz0q ´ ~ϕεkpz0qq is nonzero. In this case, we know that hpλ ¨ ~ϕεpz0q ´ ~ϕεkpz0qq ă 1 and thus
‖λ ¨ ~ϕεpz0q ´ ~ϕεkpz0q‖8 ă η, hence
∥
∥
∥λ ¨ p~ϕε ` t~ψεq ´ ~ϕεkpz0q
∥
∥
∥
8
ă η for t sufficiently small.
From this it follows that
pdjXqp~ϕεqp~ψε, . . . , ~ψεq “
ˆ
B
Bt
˙j ˇˇˇˇˇ
t“0
Xp~ϕε ` t~ψεq
“
ˆ
B
Bt
˙j ˇˇˇˇˇ
t“0
χpλ ¨ p~ϕε ` t~ψεqpz0q ´ ~ϕεkpz0qqpxk ´ x1q
“ djr~ϕ ÞÑ pg ˝ hqpλ ¨ ~ϕpz0q ´ ~ϕεkpz0qq ¨ pxk ´ x1qsp~ϕεqp
~ψε, . . . , ~ψεq.
Applying the chain rule we obtain derivatives of g, which are bounded independently of ε, and
terms of the form
dlhpλ ¨ ~ϕpz0q ´ ~ϕεkpz0qqp~ϕεpz0qqpλ ¨
~ψεpz0q, . . . , λ ¨ ~ψεpz0qq. (9)
For l ě 3 this vanishes because h is a polynomial of degree 2. For the other cases we have
hpϕq “ σpϕ, ϕq, dhpϕqpψq “ σpϕ, ψq`σpψ, ϕq and d2hpϕqpψ1, ψ2q “ σpψ1, ψ2q`σpψ2, ψ1q.
By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, (9) hence can be estimated by terms which are either of
the form ppλ ¨ ~ϕpz0q´ ~ϕεkpz0qq, which isă 1 as noted above, or of the form ppλ ¨
~ψεpz0qq, which
is Opε´Nq for someN P N because ~ψ ÞÑ ppλ ¨ ~ψpz0qq is a continuous seminorm on SKpUq and
p~ψεqε P S
0pUq. Alltogether, this gives moderateness of X .
Theorem 9.2. (a) If R P G∆pMq, R “ 0 if and only if RpXq “ 0 for all X P ĂM∆c .
(b) If R, S P G∆pEq, R “ S if and only if RpXq “ SpXq for all X P ĂM∆c .
(c) If R, S P G∆rM,Ns, R “ S if and only if RpXq “ SpXq for all X P ĂM∆c .
(d) If R, S P G∆,hrM,F s, R “ S if and only if RpXq “ SpXq for all X P ĂM∆c .
(e) If R, S P Hom∆G rE, F s, R “ S if and only if RpXq “ SpXq for all X P rE∆vb.
Proof. (a) If R “ 0 then RpXq “ for all X P ĂM∆c by Proposition 8.10. Conversely, for each
R P E∆MpMqzN
∆pMq we can find a compact subset K ĂĂ M , m P N0, pΦεqε P Sp∆q, a
sequence pεkqk in I with εk ă 1{k and a sequence pxkqk inK such that |RpΦεkqpxkq| ą ε
m
k .
Pick any G P ∆ and, by choosing a suitable subsequence of pxkqk, choose a chart pU, ϕq of
M such that G is trivial over U and we can assume K Ď U . With respect to a fixed basis of
ΓpU,Gq, ρSOU,MΦG,ε is given by a matrix ppρ
SO
U,MΦG,εq
ijqij with entries in SOpUq (cf. [26, Section
5] for the definition of ρSOU,M and the coordinate representation of test objects). By Lemma 9.1
there exists a moderate generalized point rX P C8pSOpUq, Uq such that rXppρSOU,MΦG,εkq11q “
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xk for infinitely many k. DefineX PM
∆
c byXpΦq :“ rXppρSOU,MΦGq11q forΦ P VSOp∆q. Then
X is moderate andXpΦεkq “ xk for infinitely many k by construction. Because RpXqpΦεkq “
RpΦεkqpxkq for these k it follows from the assumption that RpXq cannot be negligible.
(b) IfE is trivial,RpXq “ pX, p
ÝÝÝÑ
RpXq
i
qiq and SpXq “ pX, p
ÝÝÝÑ
SpXq
i
qiq are equal if and only if all
ÝÝÝÑ
RpXq
i
“ RipXq and
ÝÝÝÑ
SpXq
i
“ SipXq are equal, which gives the claim by (a). For nontrivial
E choose E 1 such that E ‘ E 1 is trivial; then RpXq “ SpXq for all X P rE∆vb is equivalent
to piERqpX, Y q “ piESqpX, Y q for all pX, Y q P ČE ‘ E 1∆vb, which in turn is equivalent to
iER “ iES by (a) and hence R “ S.
(c) RpXq “ SpXq for all X P ĂM∆c is equivalent to fpRpXqq “ fpSpXqq for all X P ĂM∆c and
f P C8pNq, which by Proposition 8.9 is equivalent to f ˝ R “ f ˝ S for all f P C8pNq and
hence to R “ S by Theorem 4.11.
(d) Supposing first that F is trivial,RpXq “ pRpXq, p tRipXqqiq and SpXq “ pSpXq, ptSipXqqiq
are equal if and only if RpXq “ SpXq and tRipXq “ tSipXq for all i, which implies the
claim. For general F , choose F 1 such that F ‘ F 1 is trivial. Then RpXq “ SpXq @X implies
piF ˝ RqpXq “ piF ˝ Sqpxq @X , hence iF ˝ R “ iF ˝ S and thus R “ S.
(e) IfE, F are trivial thenRpXq “ SpXq if and only if pRpXq, pŃRpXqiqiq and pRpXq, pŁSpXqiqiq
are equal, which is the case if we haveRpXq “ SpXq as well as equality ofŃRpXqi “ řj tRijXj
and ŁSpXqi “ řj tSijXj . If this is the case for all X , then R “ S and tRij “ tSij for all i, j by
(a) and (c), which implies R “ S. For arbitary E, F choose E 1 and F 1 such that E ‘ E 1 and
F ‘ F 1 are trivial. Then RpXq “ SpXq for all X is equivalent to piF ˝R ˝ pEqpX, Y q “ piF ˝
S ˝pEqpX, Y q for all pX, Y q P ČE ‘ E 1∆c , which in turn is equivalent to iF ˝R˝pE “ iF ˝S ˝pE
and hence R “ S.
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